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What is a Theory of Change?
Something that can capture and communicate the relationship
between:
1. Audiences - the people who need your support or service and
why
2. Inputs – the ‘stuff’ you have in place to engage and support
people
3. Activities – the journey people take through your service
4. Outputs - what people now do or can do as a result
5. Outcomes and final goal - the change in people’s lives

Why would you want a theory of change?
● For funding applications
● For evaluation reports
● To explain what you do to partners or external organisations
● To communicate your impact
● To refine your model or service
● To understand what works
…to tell the story of the people you work with and for

What do they look like?
They’re variable so they can be…
● A table
● A diagram or drawing
● A written paper or description
● A spoken narrative
● A film…
…most importantly they should be simple and easy to understand so
people can and do use them
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Developing our Theory of Change
● It needed to be human-centred
● It needed to be flexible i.e. not about one project
● It needed to be future proof (as far as possible)
● It needed to be accessible (in communication)
● It needed to explain the importance of people and networks
…I needed to convince our CEO that we needed one!

How we change
the world
Good Things Foundation’s Social Impact Theory of Change

How we change the world
We make change happen in three key ways. It involves individual behaviours and social change.
It starts with a long term goal: to change the world through digital

Our big ambitions are rooted in the reality of people’s everyday lives

technology.

and this is where our theory of change comes into play.

Through our work we take individuals, communities and society from a
position where they feel disempowered, isolated and uninspired to a
point where a future is possible.
We have an impact in three different ways:
●

At an individual level: having a positive impact on people

●

At a community level: having a positive impact on groups,
networks and institutions

●

At a societal level: having a positive impact on public attitudes,
behaviours and policy.

We design with, not for people which allows us to understand
underlying behaviour and focus on their relationships. This allows us to
see their challenges not just as problems, but the way everyone can
play a role and take responsibility so society evolves, becomes
stronger, more creative and more resilient.
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since then we’ve developed other
Theories of Change to tell different
stories…

What does change look like for
Reboot UK?
A journey to where digital can play a part
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The journey to digital
1. Change is hard - for sectors and people
2. People’s lives are complex
3. We need to understand the journey before digital
4. Learning new digital skills only becomes possible when
people have their basic needs met
5. The more vulnerable the person, the more focus we
need to put on partnership working and getting the
journey right

Useful sources for Theories of Change
○ New Philanthropy Capital Creating Your Theory of Change
○ New Economics Foundation Creating A Theory of Change
(open training course)
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Starting your Theory of Change
A Day in the Life Workshop
● Organise into pairs finding someone who is not from your
organisation
● Introduce yourself and your organisation and who you support
● Choose roles:
○ One member of the pair to act as scribe
○ One member of the pair to be the storyteller

A Day in the Life Workshop
● On the flip chart paper provided draw out a timeline for a day
(marking on hourly intervals across 12 or 24 hours)
● We’re going to focus on:
○ What it feels like for someone across that day, including key
points where they are happy, sad, engaged, vulnerable,
confident etc.
○ How your support or service helps them at these key points
○ What they feel like and do as a result

A Day in the Life Workshop
Task 1
The storyteller to describe (and the scribe to record on the timeline)
a Day in the Life of someone who comes to your organisation
thinking about :
○ What happens from when they wake up to when they go to
sleep
○ How they feel across the day, write this down from their
perspective
○ Identify the time they spend with you
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A Day in the Life Workshop
Task 2 (15mins) - in a second colour
The scribe to ask what the storyteller and their organisation do in
response, thinking about :
○ What happens when someone arrives
○ The activities they engage in (formal and informal)
○ What they do because of your activities
○ How they feel as a result

Workshop Feedback
● Each pair to describe from your timeline:
○ Your Audience - the person you chose and why they need
your support or service
○ Your Activities – the person’s Day in the Life with your service
○ Outputs - what the person does as a result
○ Outcomes - the change in the person

